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法本無說 有何可說 論道無道 不須高談闊論 

居士等若能不爭 不貪 這是無上妙法 

人人本具 個個不無 不須騎驢覓驢 頭上安頭 

本地風光 本有園地 不須向外馳求 
 

Ascending the Hall to Speak Dharma 
 

Composed by Venerable Master Hsuan Hua 
 

Dharma is fundamentally ineffable, what is there to say? 
Discussing the Great Way, there’s none; no need for loud, empty talk. 

When the laity can refrain from contention and greed, this is supreme wonderful dharma. 
Everyone is replete with, none without. 

No need to look for the donkey while riding atop one. 
No need to attach another head atop the one in place. 
This is your native surroundings, your own garden,  

there is no need to seek elsewhere.  
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(Continued from issue #277)  
Ananda said to the Buddha, “I have heard the 
Buddha instruct the four assemblies that because 
the mind arises every kind of phenomena arises, 
and that because phenomena arises, every kind of 
mind arises. As I now consider it, the substance of 
that very consideration is truly the nature of the 
mind. Wherever it comes together with things, the 
mind exists in response. It does not exist in the 
three locations of inside, outside and in between.” 
 
          Now Ananda questions the Buddha again. An-
anda said to the Buddha, “I have heard the Bud-
dha instruct the four assemblies.” Before, Ananda 
used his own ideas to think of places where the mind 
and seeing might be located, and each idea was re-
futed by the Buddha. So now he doesn’t speak for 
himself; he quotes the Buddha. He said, “I have heard 
the Buddha instruct the four assemblies.” The four 
assemblies are the bhikshus, bhikshunis, upasakas, 
and upasikas. Bhikshus and bhikshunis are men and 
women who have left the home-life. Upasakas and 
upasikas are men and women at home who have re-
ceived the five precepts (not to kill, not to steal, not to 
commit sexual misconduct, not to lie, and not to take 
intoxicants.) Upasakas and upasikas are also called 
laypeople. These four groups comprise the four as-
semblies. 
 
Because the mind arises every kind of phenomena 
arises. Because you have a mind – Ananda is speak-
ing of the conscious mind – all kinds of phenomena 
arise. This refers to the manifestation, within the 
consciousness, of various states of being. Phenomena 
has no self-nature, but only comes into being due to 
conditions. Because phenomena arises, every kind 
of mind arises. Because causes and conditions pro-
duce phenomena, every kind of thought arises. That is 

The 
Shurangama  

Sutra  
 

A Simple Explanation by  
Venerable Master Hsuan Hua 
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what you said, Buddha; this is a doctrine which the 
World Honored One explained, and so no doubt it is 
right, Ananda says. Now, based on that doctrine of the 
World Honored One, I have an opinion. 
 
As I now consider it. Ananda’s thinking again. What 
is he thinking? I’ve heard this dharma spoken by the 
Buddha – Because the mind arises every kind of 
phenomena  arises.  Because  phenomena  arises, 
every kind of mind arises. Now I am thinking from a 
deeper level. The substance of that very considera-
tion is truly the nature of the mind. The substance 
of my thought is the nature of my mind. My being 
aware, my understanding, my knowing, these condi-
tions are the nature of my mind (the nature he refers to 
is not the self-nature but is still the conscious mind). 
 
Wherever it comes together with things: Wherever 
the mind encounters causes and conditions, it joins 
together with those causes and conditions, and the 
mind comes into being in response. Whenever there 
is a joining together, there is the mind. If there isn’t 
any joining together, there isn’t any mind. It does not 
exist in the three locations of inside, outside and in 
between. It isn’t inside, it isn’t outside, and it isn’t in 
between; rather, anywhere that it meets with causes 
and conditions, the mind comes into being. If there 
are no conditions then there probably isn’t any mind. 
Once again, what Ananda says seems to be right but 
isn’t. He still has not recognized it clearly! 
 
The Buddha said to Ananda, “Now you say that 
because phenomena arises, every kind of mind 
arises. Wherever it comes together with things, the 
mind exists in response. But if it has no substance, 
the mind cannot come together with anything. 
While having no substance, it can yet come to-
gether with things, that would constitute a nine-
teenth realm brought about by a union with the 
seventh defiling object, and there is no such prin-
ciple. 
 
         The Buddha repeats Ananda’s explanation back 
at him. The Buddha said to Ananda, “Now you say 
that because phenomena arises, every kind of 
mind arises. Wherever it comes together with 
things, the mind exists in response. You say that the 
mind comes into being wherever it comes together 
with things. If there is no coming together, then, of 
course, there is no mind. That’s the way you explain 
it. 
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But if it has no substance, the mind cannot come to-
gether with anything. But does this mind you speak of 
actually have any substance? If it has no substance or 
appearance it cannot unite with anything. If there were 
no form or appearance, what would join with what? 
While having no substance, it can yet come together 
with things. This would be unreasonable to insist that it 
can unite with things even though it has no substance, 
yet you do insist. That would constitute a nineteenth 
realm brought about by a union with the seventh 
defiling object and there is no such principle. The 
eighteen realms would turn into the nineteen realms: the 
additional realm would be the one where, as you explain 
it, your mind comes into being. The Buddha points out 
that the logical extension of Ananda’s argument is that 
there is a nineteenth realm, the place in which a sup-
posed mind that lacks substance comes into being when 
it “comes together with things.” These things the mind 
joins with would be a seventh defiling object. However, 
how did this extra defiling object and realm come about? 
There is no such principle. What Ananda said is wrong 
again. 
 
         What are the eighteen realms? Eyes, ears, nose, 
tongue, body, and mind are the six organs. Forms, 
sounds, smells, tastes, touches, and mental constructs 
are the six defiling objects. And between the six organs 
and the six defiling objects are produced discrimina-
tions, called the six consciousnesses. Altogether, these 
make up the eighteen realms. The six organs and the 
corresponding six defiling objects are called the twelve 
places or twelve entrances. The six consciousnesses of 
seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, touching, and mind 
are added to make eighteen realms.  
 
“If it does have substance, when you pinch your body 
with your hand, does your mind which perceives it 
come out from the inside or in from the outside? If it 
comes out from the inside, then, once again, it should 
see within your body. If it comes in from outside, it 
should see your face first.” 
 
          The Buddha now explains his reason for saying 
Ananda is wrong again. If it does have substance: if 
your mind has a mind-substance, when you pinch your 
body with your hand, does your mind which per-
ceives it come out from the inside or in from the out-
side? Let’s assume that your mind has a body; for ex-
ample, if you use your hand to pinch your body, it knows 
pain! You know how to pinch pain. This is your mind 
that knows. Does the mind come forth from within or 
does its substance enter from outside?  
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If it comes out from the inside, then, once 
again, it should see within your body. It’s 
already been proven that the mind cannot be 
inside, since otherwise it would see inside the 
body. At first you maintained that your mind 
is inside, but now you have stated that it is not 
inside, outside, or in between. If it’s not in 
these three locations; and wherever it comes 
together with things, the mind exists in re-
sponse. Where, then, does your mind come 
from when it comes together with things as 
you say it does? Now I tell you to pinch your-
self, and your mind comes together with that. 
Does your mind which perceives the pinch 
come from outside or from inside? If you say 
“Oh, when I pinch it I know, it comes from 
inside!” However, since it comes from inside, 
then you should first see what’s inside your 
body. 
 
If it comes in from outside, it should see 
your face first. If your mind is outside, it 
would be seeing your face before it perceives 
the pinch. Does your mind see your own face? 
 
Ananda said, “Seeing is done with the eyes. 
The mind’s perception is not that of the 
eyes. To say it sees doesn’t make sense.” 
 
         Ananda got irritated with the Buddha at 
this point. Ananda decided that the Buddha’s 
explanation was too illogical, so he thereupon 
disagreed and began to argue. 
 
Ananda said, “Seeing is done with the eyes. 
The mind’s perception is not that of the 
eyes. It is the eyes which see things. The mind 
just knows things. To say it sees doesn’t 
make sense. You said the mind sees, but that 
is certainly wrong. That also lacks principle. 
Before, the Buddha criticized Ananda’s idea 
and said “there is no such principle.” And now 
Ananda retorts with the same criticism. “You 
say that if the mind comes from outside, it 
should see the face. But the mind merely 
knows things; it doesn’t see them. What sees 
are the eyes.” The farther he runs, the farther 
away he gets! What Ananda means is that 
what he can see are the eyes, what he can 
know is the mind, so he said that the Buddha 
was wrong. 
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The Buddha said, “To suppose that the 
eyes can see is like supposing that the 
doors of a room can see. Also, when 
someone has died but his eyes are still 
intact, his eyes should see things. How 
can it be death if one can still see? 
 
The Buddha said, “To suppose that the 
eyes can see is like supposing that the 
doors of a room can see.” Can doors of a 
room see things? Also, when someone 
has died but his eyes are still intact, his 
eyes should see things. How can it be 
death if one can still see? In fact, of 
course, once you’re dead your eyes cease 
to see, though they may still be physically 
intact. If it were the case that after death 
the eyes can still see, how can this be 
death? 
 
         What  does  this  prove  about  the 
Buddha’s contention in the Sutra that 
eyes can’t see after death? But these days 
dead people’s eyes are removed and put 
in eye banks. They still can be used. Al-
though it may be that the eyes can see, 
they still need to borrow the efficacious 
quality of the self-nature in order to see. If 
there is just an eye all by itself, although it 
has the potential to see, it is devoid of 
awareness. So it cannot see. It needs the 
efficacious bright awareness nature of a 
person to enable it to see. The eyes are 
like doors or windows. They do not see 
by themselves. They are transparent bod-
ies which act as windows through which 
people can look at things. In the body of a 
dead man they have no power. If it were 
the case that after death the eyes can still 
see, how can this be death? 
 

(To be continued ...) 
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(Continued from issue #277)  
 

          When Universal Worthy Bodhisattva 
was performing his duty as the temple’s 
dining hall attendant (someone who stands 
by the table, serving and refilling food for 
monastics), he carried with him bottles and 
bottles of all the different seasonings. If you 
like something sweet,  he will  add some 
sugar.  If you like something sour, he will 
add some vinegar.  If you like something 
spicy, he will give you some hot pepper. He 
carried with him a big load of bottles of sea-
soning. For instance, if someone asks for 
something sour, he will pour something sour 
for him. But that person complains, “Hey! I 
do not want that much! How come you 
poured too much?”  Next, someone wants 
something spicy. This time, the Bodhisattva 
doesn’t want to put too much and make this 
person not want it. He pours a little and the 
other person yells, “Hey! Some more! This is 
very little!”This is called “Universal Worthy 
Bodhisattva’s difficulty in satisfying living 
beings wishes”. When he gives a lot, they 
complain that it is too much; when he gives a 
little, they complain that it is too little. You 
see, it’s tough.  Being a Bodhisattva is not 
easy as well. 
 
          Confucius of China had this to say: 
“Only women and petty ones are most diffi-
cult to deal with.” Women and petty indi-
viduals are difficult to handle. In what way? 
“Too close, they become discourteous.”. Get 
too close to them and they become unrea-
sonable and unruly. “Too far, they resent.” 
Keep a distance from them and they resent 

Sutra of the Past Vows of Earth 
Store [Ksitigarbha] Bodhisattva 

 
A Simple Explanation by Venerable Master Hsuan Hua 

at Buddhist Lecture Hall in San Francisco, on June 13, 1971  
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you. They are difficult to deal with. Probably, Confucius 
has experienced such dilemma. Being an authority in this 
matter, his words strike a chord in people’s heart. Bo-
dhisattvas face a similar dilemma too. Treating people 
too well or too not-well is not in accord with the Middle 
Way. Hence, it’s difficult for Universal Worthy Bodhi-
sattva to fulfill living beings’ wishes. Ah! It’s not easy to 
walk the Bodhisattva path.  I am so considerate of you 
and yet you are so dissatisfied. This light cloud of com-
passion represents the Bodhisattva path.  
 
The light cloud of great wisdom. This wisdom repre-
sents the realm of Those Who Enlighten to Conditions, 
those who cultivated the Twelve Causal Links and be-
came enlightened. He needs great wisdom. What is great 
wisdom? He contemplates the Twelve Causal Links and 
knows that all things come into being and eventually 
cease from being in due time. He suddenly understands 
the principle of production and cessation, and from his 
inherent Buddha nature arises true wisdom. So, the light 
cloud of great wisdom represents the realm of Those who 
Enlighten to Conditions.  
 
         The Twelve Causal Links are: ignorance condi-
tions activity, activity conditions consciousness, con-
sciousness conditions form, form conditions the six en-
trances, the six entrances condition contact, contact con-
ditions feelings, feelings condition love, love conditions 
craving, craving conditions existence, existence condi-
tions birth, birth conditions old age and death. This se-
quence involves conditioning into being. There is an-
other sequence that involves ceasing from being, i.e.: 
when ignorance ceases then activity ceases, when activ-
ity ceases then consciousness ceases, when conscious-
ness ceases then name and form cease, when name and 
form cease then the six entrances cease, when the six 
entrances cease then contact ceases, when contact ceases 
then  feelings  cease,  when feelings  cease  then  love 
ceases, when love ceases then craving ceases, when 
craving ceases then existence ceases, when existence 
ceases then birth ceases, when birth ceases then old age 
and death cease. If you shatter ignorance, then every-
thing ceases to be. So Those Who Enlighten to Condi-
tions contemplate this phenomenon and shatter igno-
rance first. Everything comes from ignorance. Once he 
shatters ignorance, real wisdom is born. 
 
The light cloud of great prajna. Prajna is wisdom. 
There are three kinds of prajna, namely: 1. literary pra-
jna, 2. real mark prajna, 3. contemplative prajna. Sound 
Hearers  develop  contemplative  prajna  from literary 
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prajna, and reach real mark prajna from contemplative 
prajna. Having reached real mark prajna, they are certified 
to arhatship. So, the light cloud of great prajna represents 
the realm of Sound Hearers. 
 
The light cloud of great Samadhi. Samadhi is Sanskrit; in 
Chinese, it means concentration. Heavenly beings cultivate 
the Ten Good Deeds at the highest level and reach the Four 
Dhyanas and the Eight Samadhis through this power of 
concentration. The Four Dhyanas are the Fourth Dhyana 
Heaven, Third Dhyana Heaven, Second Dhyana Heaven 
and First Dhyana Heaven. The First Dhyana is called the 
Ground of Leaving the Production of Bliss, the Second 
Dhyana is called the Ground of Bliss from Samadhi, the 
Third Dhyana is called the Ground of Leaving Bliss, the 
Fourth Dhyana is called the Ground of Purity from Letting 
Go of Thoughts.  
There are also the Four Stations of Emptiness:  
1. The Boundless Emptiness Heaven 
2. The Boundless Consciousness Heaven 
3. The Heaven of Where Nothing Exists 
4. The Heaven of Neither Thought nor Lack of Thought  
Together,  these  are  the  Four  Dhyanas  and the Eight 
Samadhis. These beings have Samadhi and they cultivate 
the highest level of the Ten Good Deeds. (There are three 
levels of the Ten Good Deeds - superior, average and be-
low-average.) In addition, they took the Three Refuge and 
the Five Precepts. Hence, these people will be reborn in the 
heavens.  
 
The light cloud of great auspiciousness. Auspiciousness 
represents the human realm. People want everything to be 
auspicious. In Chinese, this means luck, such as wishing 
each other great luck around Chinese New Years in the 
hope that good things happen. It also means auspicious-
ness, something lucky. Those who cultivate the average 
level of the Ten Good Deeds, take the Three Refuges and 
receive the Five Precepts will be reborn in the human 
realm. 
 
The light cloud of great blessings. Blessings represent 
the realm of asuras. There are times when asuras are in the 
heavens, there are times when asuras are in the human 
realm, there are times when asuras are in the realms of 
animals and hungry ghosts. Generally speaking, they also 
have great blessings. So, this kind of light clouds shines on 
the asuras. 
 
The light cloud of great merit represents the animal 
realm. The Buddha emits this kind of meritorious light 
cloud to eradicate the karmic offenses of all the animals so 
that they can eventually leave suffering and attain bliss. 
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The light cloud of great refuge. This represents the 
realm of hungry ghosts. The Buddha emits this kind of 
light clouds so that all hungry ghosts will change from 
being evil to being good, will reform and renew them-
selves, and resolve to take refuge with the Triple 
Jewel. Ghosts can take refuge with the Triple Jewel 
too. 
 
The light cloud of great praise. This represents the 
realm of hell-beings. With a disposition of praise, the 
Buddha emits this kind of light cloud. Beings in the 
hells who see these light clouds will leave suffering 
and attain bliss, will change for the better and resolve 
on Bodhi. These ten kinds of light clouds represent the 
faculties of beings in the Ten Realms. Shakyamuni 
Buddha emits so many kinds of light clouds to enable 
living beings throughout the ten Dharma Realms to 
become Buddhas soon. After emitting indescribably 
many light clouds that are wonderful beyond words, 
then what? 
 
He also uttered many wonderful, subtle sounds. 
There was the sound of dana paramita, the sound of 
shila paramita, the sound of kshanti paramita, the 
sound of virya paramita, the sound of dhyana pa-
ramita, and the sound of prajna paramita. There 
was the sound of compassion, the sound of joyous 
giving, the sound of liberation, the sound of no out-
flows. 
 
He also uttered many wonderful, subtle sounds. He 
let out various kinds, not just one, but many different 
kinds of subtle and wondrous voices.  ‘Subtle’ implies 
that these voices are not too loud and harmonize with 
one another. ‘Wondrous’ means that it is clear. The 
Buddha’s voice is very clear, subtle and wonderful. 
The Buddha speaks the Dharma with one voice; and, 
all living beings, regardless of their category, under-
stands upon hearing the Buddha’s voice. Even people 
of different countries hear him and understand what he 
says. The Buddha speaks with one voice, but the 
Japanese hears him speaking Japanese; the British 
hears him speaking English; the French hears him 
speaking French;  the Spanish hears  him speaking 
Spanish. Although they are different languages, they 
can all be manifested in the Buddha’s one voice. There 
is no need to translate into many languages. The Bud-
dha’s state is inconceivable. That is why it is said: 
“The Buddha promulgates the Dharma with one voice 
and living beings understand according to their kind.”  
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What is ‘sound’? Sound, a drink. Why? If 
you understand the sound, it is like drinking 
in  the  Buddha’s  words.  Sound,  hidden. 
Some,  big;  some,  small.  Seemingly  con-
cealed; seemingly exposed. The Buddha’s 
state  is  inconceivable.  When the Buddha 
emits a voice, living beings hear it in differ-
ent ways. You hear it as this kind of voice, 
and he hears it as another kind of voice. 
Originally, the Buddha only utters one voice, 
but different kinds of beings hear the voice 
differently.  
 
         How far can the Buddha’s voice reach? 
Mahamaudgalyayana was foremost in spiri-
tual penetrations. He had tried to use his 
spiritual powers to cross as many worlds as 
sands in the Ganges River toward the East by 
looking for the sound of the Buddha’s voice. 
After traveling as many worlds as sands in 
the Ganges River, the Buddha’s voice was 
still as loud as it was when he was in front of 
the Buddha. So, the Buddha’s voice is in-
conceivable.  
 
          The Buddha now emits so many kinds 
of voices, not just one kind. How many kinds 
in total? There was the sound of dana pa-
ramita. Dana is a Sanskrit word, in Chinese 
it means giving. We have discussed about 
‘giving’ many times before. There is the 
giving of wealth, the giving of Dharma, and 
the giving of fearlessness. Although every-
one understands, we can explain the meaning 
of giving in more depth now. Giving without 
being attached to the mark of giving is real 
giving. Giving with attachment to the mark 
of giving will result in being reborn in the 
heavens. Giving without attachment to the 
mark of giving will result in retribution that 
is free from outflow. Not being attached to 
the mark of giving means not keeping it in 
mind. For instance, I gave someone some 
money and I keep thinking, “Ah, I will reap 
good retribution for making this donation.” 
In the end, there is either no reward or the 
mere reward of being reborn in the heavens, 
but not the retribution that is free from out-
flows.  
 

  (To be continued ...) 
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 Cultivating the Way means to cultivate true 
morality by not obstructing others and not 
being afraid of getting obstructed by oth-
ers. 
 
         People who are learning and practicing 
the Buddhadharma are sowing seeds in the 
ground. Whether the seeds will sprout or not 
depends on various conditions. When all the 
right conditions are met, the seeds will sprout 
and grow over time. If the various supporting 
conditions are insufficient, the sprouts might 
wither and the seeds may go bad. This tallies 
with how deep and firm we sow our Bodhi 
seeds at the time we resolved for Bodhi. 
 
        If  we sowed them deeply and firmly 
enough, the seeds will surely take root and 
sprout in the future. However, if you want to 
reap the Bodhi fruit, it will take considerable 
time, and it depends on how well you apply 
effort. If your cultivation advances well, and 
you become enlightened, realize the fruition, 
and accomplish the Way, then you have reaped 
the harvest. 
 
        The  process  of  sprouting,  growing 
leaves,  flowering,  and  bearing  fruit  needs 
considerable period of time to nurture, to wa-
ter, and to fertilize. What is the fertilizer? It is 
learning the Buddha’s way virtue - morality. 
Every aspect of cultivation must be based on 
morality. "Not going against morality" should 
be our fundamental precept. 
 
        A Confucian maxim stated: "Virtue is 
fundamental. Wealth is peripheral." A virtu-
ous conduct is the foundation of a person; 
wealth is just a peripheral object. Cultivators 
should always cherish their blessings, be fru-
gal and avoid wasting money or resources. 
Keeping at this practice for days and month on 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Manifestation of a Virtuous Character 

 
 

  Instructional talk given by Venerable Master Hua in the evening of December 17, 1982, at the City of Ten Thousand Buddhas  
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end, they will then be able to develop a virtu-
ous  conduct.  This  way,  the  branches  and 
leaves will grow luxuriantly, and fruits will be 
abundant. If you don't add fertilizer and you 
make no effort to care for the plant, then it will 
cause the branches, flowers and fruit to wither 
and die. Therefore, the foremost precept for 
cultivators is to place great emphasis on vir-
tuous conduct. 
 
         Start  practicing  virtuous  conduct  in 
small areas. "Do not underestimate a good 
deed as small and hold back from doing it." 
Don't wait around for a big-scale good deed to 
do, because there aren't that many. A mountain 
is formed by the accumulation of specks of 
dust. Although each speck is tiny, an accumu-
lation can form a mountain. Virtuous deeds 
may be small, yet when many are accumu-
lated, they will form a mountain of virtue. 
 
          Not going against morality constitutes a 
virtuous conduct. Not hindering others is a 
virtuous conduct. In whatever you do, you 
should make it your obligation to help others. 
If you hinder others and cannot benefit them 
in terms of profit, time, culture, wisdom, or 
any other aspect, you are acting contrary to 
morality. Therefore, in every move and action, 
every word and deed, take "not going against 
morality" as our basic rule. If you want to 
cultivate the Way, you must first develop vir-
tue. Without a virtuous conduct, you cannot 
cultivate the Way. Some people want to culti-
vate the Way but they encounter demonic ob-
stacles. That is due to a lack of virtuous con-
duct. So, it is said, "Virtue is fundamental. 
Wealth is peripheral." 
 

(To be continued ...) 
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          I apologize for taking up everybody’s time.  I myself 
greatly cherish time.  I know everyone is very busy.  Some 
lay people come in the morning to bow in repentance for a 
little while before taking off to take care of business, and 
rush back in the afternoon to continue bowing.  They must 
be very busy. I couldn’t bear seeing them this way.  Since 
we are presented with this causal condition today, I hope 
to take this opportunity to share with everyone some in-
sights I have gained from my studies. 
 
        Just now Dharma Master Shr asked if we should start 
a new roll of repentance text since we still have some time 
left.  I said it’s better to start a new roll altogether tomor-
row instead of having to continue from where we stopped. 
This way I’ll be able to talk to everyone.  During the pre-
cept training period this year, I organized some informa-
tion and study materials I have dating back more than 
twenty years ago, about the Four Great Awesome De-
portments.  I’m really eager to have the chance to share 
with everyone what I know about this subject because the 
Four Great Awesome Deportments are very closely re-
lated to the practice of cultivation.  However, Dharma 
Master Shr proposed that I hold a discussion on repen-
tance since we are now holding the repentance bowing 
ceremony.   
 
         In the monthly publication Source of Wisdom, I saw 
a lengthy article written by Dharma Master Heng Shun. I 
find this article very precious. It talks about how he joined 
Dharma Realm Buddhist Association and narrates the 
experiences of following the Venerable Master for many 
years in cultivating the way.  His topic dwells on the im-
portance of repentance.  Dharma Master Shr told me, 
“You don’t have to read the entire article. Just give a brief 
summary.”  I said okay.  Since she gave the directions 
already, I will duly follow.  I will discuss the content of 
the article based on what I can remember.  
 
         In Buddhism it is said that all living beings have 
buddha nature and have the potential to become buddhas. 
Although all of us have buddha nature within us and can 
become buddhas, we also have the potential to fall into the 

Repentance Begets Peace and Bliss; Repentance Begets Serenity and Clarity  
 

 
Instructional Talk by Dharma Master  Heng Gwei on November  22, 2017, 

 at Gold Wheel Sagely Monastery after Emperor Liang’s Jeweled Repentance Dharma Assembly 
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realms of animals, hungry ghosts, and hell beings. 
Hence, in Buddhism the dharma door of repentance 
is extremely important.  It enables living beings in 
the evil paths to transform into sages and even 
achieve buddhahood. 
 
         In this article, Dharma Master Shun mentioned 
a case record from the time of the Buddha.  In Bud-
dhism, we all know that every Buddha has two key 
disciples, one foremost in spiritual power and one 
foremost in wisdom.  Foremost in wisdom is Vener-
able Shariputra; foremost in spiritual power is Ven-
erable Maudgalyayana. 
 
         In one of his past lives, Venerable Maudgal-
yayana was a demon king in another world. He 
committed a lot of evil karma. Later on, he gradually 
gained some realizations, and through repentance he 
was able to eliminate his karmic offenses.  After-
wards he even became Shakyamuni Buddha’s disci-
ple, a very loyal one too.  In the Dharma Flower 
Sutra, Shakyamuni Buddha bestowed upon him the 
prediction that he would become the future Tamala-
patra Chandana Fragrance Buddha. 
 
         Everyone make mistakes, in many different 
occasions. That’s why bowing in repentance is very 
important for everyone. We deeply feel the impor-
tance of bowing in repentance throughout all the 
many years that we followed the Venerable Master. 
The Venerable Master cared deeply about his disci-
ples’ cultivation.  In particular, there is repentance 
ceremony on our schedule every day, every month, 
and every year.  Currently, we bow the Great Com-
passion Repentance daily.  Annually, we bow the 
Ten Thousand Buddhas Jeweled Repentance and the 
Emperor Liang’s Jeweled Repentance.  In some 
branch monasteries,  the Medicine Buddha’s Re-
pentance is held every month. 
 

(To be continued ...) 
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2021 7 8    Schedule of Weekly Events –  July and August of 2021 

  

7/4 (                                           
 

 Gold Wheel Temple is close today 

7/11 (                                             Gold Wheel Temple is close today 

7/18 (                                             Gold Wheel Temple is close today 

7/25 (                                             Gold Wheel Temple is close today 

8/8 (                                             Gold Wheel Temple is close today 

8/15 (                                             Gold Wheel Temple is close today 

8/22 (                                             Gold Wheel Temple is close today 

8/29 (    Gold Wheel Temple is close today 

8/1 (                                             Gold Wheel Temple is close today 

 
Always think of the day as if there is no tomorrow.  

Do not wait until there is no time and try to find time. 

Dharma Realm Buddhist Association 
Gold  Wheel  Sagely  Monastery 
235  North  Avenue  58, Los Angeles, CA 90042 
Telephone:  (323)  258-6668  ( www.goldwheel.org ) 


